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Iowa Center for Economic Success
Mission

Our mission is to empower Iowans with 
the potential to succeed as they pursue 
opportunities for financial success. 

Priorities 

Education  ⋅ Capital  ⋅ Networking

Our Why
The Iowa Center is committed to 
empowering people to strengthen and 
stabilize their financial futures through 
business ownership and investment. It is 
our belief that to be successful in small 
business, one needs support in three core 
areas: education, capital, and networking. 
We have built key programs that support 
those core areas and empower 
individuals to succeed, families to 
prosper, and communities to thrive. 
Success to us is people supporting 
themselves and their families through the 
execution of their own ideas. 



Expenses and Payroll
The slide decks provided to instructors as part of the Start, Run & Grow Your 
Business curriculum, created by Tim Berry, are licensed under a Creative 
Commons Attribution 4.0 Unported License. 

This license gives instructors the right to share, remix and make commercial 
use of the slide decks, with proper attribution to Tim Berry, the curriculum 
author. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide presentation is a continuation of Session 07: Basic Numbers, Part 2. The next stage is to build out the Personnel and Expense tables in LivePlan. The following slides give examples of personnel expenses and other ongoing expenses. Using LivePlan, you will create both a personnel table and an expense table, both of which will populate the Profit and Loss table. These exercises demonstrate the importance of having an expense budget.There is a student handout for this assignment that has details on how to create these entries in LivePlan. You may also want to watch this instructor video, which you can share with your class, that walks you through creating these entries.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This video walks through the steps of adding Personnel and Expense tables to the LivePlan forecast. The resulting tables are shown in the slides following.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bfgxCgt6vRg


Estimate Payroll

Image from LivePlan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide gives an example of a completed personnel table. For the in-class exercise:Open the Forecast tab in LivePlan and click on the Personnel pageCreate entries for each individual employee, and each employee group. Demonstrate how these entries form a personnel table.Project salaries for the first 12 months, then annual totals for years 2 and 3 (assuming you’re using the default company settings in LivePlan).Optional: You can demonstrate the ‘Head Count’ row at the top of the personnel table, which lets you keep count of the total number of employees per month/year.Tim’s Notes: Regular labor and direct labor entries appear in different parts of the Profit and Loss table. Demonstrate how direct labor entries are included in the Direct Costs total, and are calculated into the gross margin. Demonstrate how overhead salaries appear in Overhead Expenses. 



Estimate Expenses

Image from LivePlan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide gives an example of a completed expense table. For the in-class exercise:Open the Forecast tab in LivePlan and click on the Expenses pageCreate entries for each overhead expense. Demonstrate how these entries form an expense table.Project expenses for the first 12 months, then annual estimates for years 2 and 3 (assuming you’re using the default company settings in LivePlan).Tim’s Notes: Point out how these forecast entries are populating the Profit and Loss table automatically. Demonstrate how adding operating expenses creates a net margin calculation.Once the sales forecast and expenses have been estimated, it gives a better estimate of what will be needed for starting cash. In the next session, we’ll take a deeper look at start-up expenses and assets.



In the Profit and Loss
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide gives an example of the updated Profit and Loss table. At this point, with overhead expenses added to the forecast, we can begin to see the net margin forming. (Although it won’t be calculated completely until we’ve added some other entries.)
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